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Abstract
This study compares the performance of two satellite-based solar radiation methodologies for estimating the solar resource available in South Africa. Data
from thirteen stations distributed in six climatic regions were considered. More than one year of
hourly values of global horizontal and beam normal
irradiance were examined in the validation of the
satellite-retrieved estimates at every location. The
best satellite method resulted in an overall relative
mean bias of 1.41% for the global horizontal irradiance corresponding to almost 3 Wm-2 and exhibited
a relative mean bias of 2.85% for the beam normal
irradiance estimation (about 7 Wm-2). This satellitebased method was implemented into a geographical
information system module, which contained high-

resolution terrain data and allowed the effect of the
surrounding topography on the estimation of the
available solar resource to be considered. These estimates can, therefore, be used as input data for further analysis or applications. As an example, maps
of the potential output that could be expected in
South Africa from photovoltaic systems were created.
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1. Introduction
The share of renewable energy systems on the electricity market is steadily increasing, mainly from
wind farms and photovoltaic (PV) solar systems [1].
Initially, the transition from conventional power
plants to those fuelled by renewable energy sources
was led mainly by European countries. However, at
present, most of the global market is concentrated in
countries like China and India, whose energy policies boosted the installation of power plants of renewable energy sources, where solar PV plays a very
important role [2]. A significant case of strong government policy support is South Africa, where the
biggest change in terms of investment was recorded,
with an increase of 329% from 2014 to 2015, when
the installed capacity reached 1.12GW. Through
policies like the National Energy Act and the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme, South Africa is dedicating a large
amount of funding to create a whole network, from
manufacturers of modules to other components, like
inverters [1].
Strategies to install new PV power plants must be
supported by an accurate knowledge of the resource
available. Ground measurements are the first choice
to describe the irradiance levels at a certain location,
providing high quality data, depending on adequate
maintenance of the instruments used in the measuring campaign [3]. When no on-site measurements
are available, other techniques should be applied,
such as empirical models based on meteorological
variables like temperature or sunshine duration [3,
4] or models based on reanalysis and retrospective
weather prediction models [5, 6]. Satellite-based
models have become a very powerful tool for estimating the solar resource at high and uniform spatial
resolution (typically a few kilometres) and temporal
resolution (hourly or better) over large geographical
areas [3, 7]. Satellite-based estimates have been validated in the scientific literature [8-12]. The European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites’ Climate Monitoring Satellite Application Facility (CMSAF) provides continuous solar
radiation data from the Meteosat First and Second
Generation (MFG, MSG respectively) geostationary
satellites from 1983 to present. In this study two
freely available datasets from the CMSAF consortium have been used to estimate the solar resource
available in South Africa, and produce high-resolution maps of this resource.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the satellite-based solar radiation data and
the ground station measurements used for the validation of the satellite data. Section 3 presents the
methods used for the validation, as well as for the
construction of the high-resolution solar radiation

dataset. Section 4 contains the results of the validation and illustrates the results of the high spatial resolution dataset. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Solar radiation data from satellite and
ground stations
2.1 Satellite-based solar radiation data
The two solar radiation products investigated here
are produced by the CMSAF collaboration of European meteorological services and will be described
in the following.
2.1.1 Surface Solar Radiation Dataset – Heliosat
The Surface Solar Radiation Dataset – Heliosat (SARAH) [13] is part of the climate data records produced by CMSAF, where the objective is to produce
a temporally homogeneous data record for long
time periods suitable for climate analysis, i.e. assessment of anomalies and trends. The SARAH data
records are derived using data from the Meteosat
Visible Infra-Red Imager instruments of the MFG satellites (Meteosat 2-7) up to the end of 2005, and
from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infra-Red
Imager (SEVIRI) instruments on the MSG (Meteosat
8-10) satellites after then. SARAH provides data for
the global (GHI) and direct (beam) horizontal (BHI)
irradiance at the earth surface from 1983 to 2015 at
high temporal (down to 30 minutes, but also daily
and monthly averages) and spatial (0.05°x0.05°)
resolutions.
Surface solar radiation is obtained using a modified Heliosat method to calculate the effective cloud
albedo (CAL), and the SPECMAGIC clear-sky
model [14], which is an extension to spectral bands
of the MAGIC model (Mesoscale Atmospheric Irradiance Code) [9]. The SPECMAGIC uses monthly
average values of atmospheric water vapour content
from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts ERA-interim product and longterm monthly climatologies of aerosol optical depth
based on monitoring atmospheric composition and
climate [15, 16].
Validation of SARAH, using high-quality ground
stations from international networks (e.g., Baseline
Surface Radiation Network, BSRN, http://bsrn.awi.de)
as well as from national networks, has been reported
in a number of publications [13, 17-19].
At present the SARAH dataset provided by
CMSAF exists in two versions. The dataset used in
the present work is based on version 1 of SARAH,
with one difference: the hourly data used here are
calculated from one satellite image per hour. In contrast, the SARAH version 1 data available from
CMSAF use a weighted average of three half-hourly
satellite images to calculate the hourly solar radiation values.
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2.1.2. Climate Monitoring Satellite Application Facility Operational dataset
Unlike the SARAH long-term data record, the
CMSAF Operational product of surface irradiance is
generated continuously, with a temporal delay of
about ten days. This product uses the satellite information provided by the Operational SEVIRI instrument onboard the Meteosat 8-10 satellites situated
at 0° longitude. The retrieval algorithm is based on
a look-up-table approach [9]. The multi-spectral information from the SEVIRI instrument is used to determine the cloud mask. For cloud-free conditions
the MAGIC clear-sky surface irradiance algorithm is
used to calculate the surface irradiance [9]. Under
cloudy conditions the measured reflected solar irradiance is related to the atmospheric optical depth,
based on a precalculated look-up table using additional boundary conditions, e.g. the surface albedo.
In the present study, the instantaneous hourly data
of surface irradiance were used. The CMSAF Operational product of global radiation has also been extensively validated [8, 9, 20-22]. As for the SARAH
dataset, the CMSAF Operational product delivers
GHI as well as DHI estimates.
2.2 Ground-measured data
The accuracy of the satellite-retrieved solar radiation
data, described in Section 2.1, was assessed by comparing the said datasets with ground measurements

registered at thirteen stations in South Africa owned
and maintained by the South African Weather Service. They are evenly distributed in six different climatic regions [23] over an area bounded by latitudes 23° to 34° south and longitudes 18° to 31°
east. The elevation of the stations ranges from 80 m
to almost 1700 m, as described in Table 1.
Most stations were installed during 2014, although five started registering measurements only in
the first quarter of 2015. The present study used
data recorded up to April 2016, except for Prieska,
where the last available ground measurement is
from September 2015. Therefore, the length of the
time series depends on the location, ranging from
the 27 months in Upington to the 14 months of Polokwane. One year of recordings is, nonetheless, always considered at every station in order to guarantee analysing a representative dataset for every location and climate.
The geographical distribution of the stations and
the different climatic regions [23] in which they are
located are shown in Figure 1. Depending on the
climatic region, the average length of the considered
time series of the stations ranges from 17 to 24
months, thus allowing a representative sample of
measurements to be taken in each region.
The solar radiation stations share the following
configuration: a SOLYS 2 sun tracker with shading
ball assembly and one first class ISO-9060 classified

Table 1. Coordinates of the considered stations in South Africa.
The length of the time series, in months, is also indicated,
along with the starting date of the dataset registered in every station.
Station

Latitude
(°)

Longitude
(°)

Elevation (m)

Start date
(year-month)

No. of available
months

Upington

-28.48

21.12

848

2014-02

27

Irene

-25.91

28.21

1524

2014-03

26

Nelspruit

-25.39

31.10

870

2014-05

24

De Aar

-30.67

23.99

1284

2014-05

24

Mthatha

-31.55

28.67

744

2014-06

23

Mahikeng

-25.81

25.54

1289

2014-07

22

Prieska

-29.68

22.71

989

2014-01

21

Cape Point

-34.35

18.48

86

2014-11

18

George

-34.01

22.38

192

2015-01

16

Bethlehem

-28.25

28.33

1688

2015-01

16

Durban

-29.61

31.11

91

2015-02

15

Thohoyandou

-23.08

30.38

619

2015-02

15

Polokwane

-23.86

29.45

1233

2015-03

14
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Figure 1. Location of the thirteen considered stations and the six climatic regions
(Hot interior, Temperate interior, Arid interior, Cold interior, Sub-tropical coastal and Temperate coastal).

CHP1 pyrheliometer (Kipp & Zonen) for measuring
the beam normal irradiance (DNI). All stations, except De Aar which is part of the BSRN network, are
equipped with two high performance pyranometers
CMP11 (Kipp & Zonen) for registering the global
and the diffuse horizontal irradiances. The CMP11
pyranometer is fully compliant with all ISO
9060:1990 secondary standard instrument performance criteria. De Aar, being a BSRN station, employs two ventilated CMP21 pyranometers by Kipp
& Zonen, which are rated in the highest possible ISO
pyranometer performance category. The ventilation
units keep the pyranometer’s domes clean from frost
and water. All stations are equipped with an automatic weather station that registers basic weather
parameters. Periodical maintenance procedures are
applied to the various instruments in order to satisfy
the BSRN quality requirements.
The measured database contains one-minute
values of global and diffuse irradiance on the horizontal plane, and beam normal irradiance.
3. Methods for validating and constructing
the solar radiation atlas
3.1. Validation of the satellite-based solar
radiation
3.1.1 Measured irradiance values used in the
validation
The measured dataset has recordings every minute,
while the satellite-based datasets contain one value
of GHI and DNI per hour, corresponding to the single image analysed every hour. This difference in the
time stamp made it necessary to modify the measured dataset before it could be compared to the calculated ones.

In order to assess the quality of the satellite-based
models, the hourly satellite-retrieved estimates were
compared to the measured data closest to the time
of the satellite image. A ten-minute window centred
at the time of the image was defined for every piece
of satellite-derived data. Taking into account the
area covered by one pixel of the satellite image, the
measurements taken during this interval would register the possible varying irradiance levels, derived
from breaking clouds going through the area covered by the pixel, considered in the satellite-based
estimate for that area. The measured data registered
during this interval were averaged to obtain the final
‘measured’ value used in the validation process.
This averaging approach was considered more accurate than using the single-minute measured data
point at the time of the satellite image, especially for
overcast sky conditions.
The ten-minute interval, and therefore the measured
data used in the validation of each satellite product,
is different since Operational and SARAH datasets
derive from different images. As a result, the number
of data points considered in the validation of both
satellite datasets may be different. Also, the number
of data points used for the validation of the global
horizontal and beam normal irradiance values may
also be different, as there may be moments when
one variable is available while the other is not. This
would be the case of moments when the sun-tracking system (where the pyrheliometer and the pyranometers are located) is not working properly. This
would result in incorrect beam irradiance measurements, even though the global irradiance measurements would still be valid.
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In addition to the quality control process applied to
the data at the measuring station, before doing the
present analysis a simple filtering procedure was applied to the minute values:
• negative irradiance values at night time were replaced by 0 Wm-2 and kept for the validation,
while negative values during day time were removed;
• irradiance values higher than 1300 Wm-2 were
removed; and
• the coherence between the three irradiance values was checked to remove measurements suspected to be derived from moments when the
sun-tracking system was not working properly.
If fewer than five valid minute data points remained after applying these filters, the ten-minute
window was removed entirely and the corresponding satellite data for that hour was dismissed. If there
were enough valid minute data, the average value
was calculated and kept as the ‘measured’ value to
be used for validating the satellite-derived values.
This procedure is applied independently to obtain
the four measured datasets used to validate the GHI
and DNI irradiance values from the Operational and
the SARAH datasets independently. Thus the measured values used in the validation were in fact an
average value obtained from the real one-minute
measured datasets.
The final number of hourly data used at every
station depends on the satellite product considered
and the variable studied. In general, during 2014
and 2015, the validation of the SARAH dataset had
more valid hours. However, because of missing data
during the first days of 2016, the Operational product has more data points in 2016. For example,
Mahikeng station had some problems with the suntracker during 2014, which reduced by nearly 22%
the number of valid hours for the DNI validation in
comparison to those used for the GHI comparison.
Figure 2 contains the number of points used in the
validation of the SARAH product per year at every
location. Figure 2a shows the GHI validation, while
Figure 2b contains the number of points used in
comparing DNI estimates and measured values.
3.1.2 Validation metrics
Satellite retrieved and measured irradiance values of
GHI and DNI were compared at the different stations for every year and month independently. The
mean bias difference (MBD), the root mean square
difference (RMSD), and mean absolute difference
(MAD) in absolute (Wm-2) and relative (%) values
(rMBD, rRMSD and rMAD) were calculated according to Equations 1 to 6 [3, 7, 24]. In addition to
these, the R2 correlation coefficient was also calculated using Equation 7 [7, 24].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Number of hours used in the yearly
validation of the Surface Solar Radiation Dataset –
Heliosat product of (a) global horizontal and (b)
beam normal irradiance estimates at every
location.
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Where 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 is the satellite retrieved irradiance value at
the ith time point and 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 is the measured irradiance
value for that timestamp, N is the total number of
points considered in the period of time analysed,
𝑚𝑚 is the average measured ir����
year or month, and 𝐺𝐺
radiance value during the considered time period.
3.2. Construction of the solar radiation atlas
The present study developed a solar atlas for South
Africa using satellite-based solar radiation estimates.
Using the solar atlas as input data, it is possible to
estimate the solar resource in the country for other
planes than the horizontal, and at the same time, by
means of other models, obtain estimates of other
variables, such as the performance of different photovoltaic technologies. Some of these estimation
models have been implemented in PVMAPS, a free
software developed in the Joint Research Centre of
the European Commission [25]. In this section we
will briefly recapitulate the methods used in
PVMAPS and describe the datasets available in the
South African solar radiation atlas.
3.2.1 Calculation of solar radiation on tilted and
sun-tracking surfaces
To estimate the performance of PV systems and
concentrated solar power plants, it is necessary to
know the solar irradiance on tilted surfaces for any
given time. This is normally calculated using GHI as
input values. The algorithms used for this are presented by Súri and Hofierka [26], using the inclinedplane model of Muneer [27]. A number of related
tools were released as part of PVMAPS [25], allowing calculate the in-plane irradiance on tracking surfaces [28, 29] as well as the annual optimum angle
for maximum irradiation on fixed planes [30].
3.2.2 Modification of solar irradiation due to terrain
shadows
If the sun moves behind nearby hills or mountains,
the solar irradiance is drastically changed. The satellite-derived solar radiation data has a resolution that
is too coarse to take this effect into account. However, for the solar radiation atlas, digital elevation
data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
[31], which provides elevation data with a spatial
resolution of three arc-seconds, was used to calculate the horizon height for 48 directions around each
location. Using the r.horizon [32] module from
GRASS GIS, the calculation of irradiance was then
modified by removing the direct solar component
when the sun was behind hills or mountains at a
given point.

3.2.3 Photovoltaic system performance estimates
The output power of PV modules depends not only
on the in-plane irradiance but also on a number of
other influences, such as:
• the temperature of the module which, in most
cases results in a decreased conversion efficiency as the temperature increases [33]. For
the calculations of PV energy output reported in
the present study, the model developed by Huld
et al [34] was applied using the coefficients for
crystalline silicon modules. Module temperature
in turn depends on the temperature of the surrounding air, the in-plane irradiance, and on the
effect of wind cooling the modules [35]; and
• the spectrum of the incoming light, which
causes changes in the conversion efficiency [33,
36].
These effects were implemented in the PVMAPS
software used for the calculations described in [37].
The spectral corrections were implemented as a separate monthly correction factor, using the data supplied with PVMAPS.
4. Results and discussion
4.1 Validation of the satellite-based solar radiation products
Considering the results obtained in all the stations,
the SARAH data record performed better for both
the GHI and the DNI estimation, with an overall relative MBD for all the stations (grMBD) of 1.41% for
the GHI and 2.85% for DNI. The Operational data
record resulted in grMBD values of 4.91% and
13.57% for GHI and DNI respectively. The grMBD
is the average of the rMBD values of all stations.
Analysing the rMAD, the differences between
SARAH and Operational results were not as significant as with the rMBD values, especially for the DNI.
For the GHI validation, the grMAD (average of the
stations’ rMAD values), of SARAH product was
11.71%, while the Operational dataset resulted in
11.57% overall rMAD. Again errors were higher in
the DNI comparison, with 21.66% for SARAH and
23.83% for the Operational data record. But both
satellite products performed similarly in terms of the
absolute differences between estimated and measured datasets.
Regarding the RMSD values, the behaviour of
both satellite products in the estimation of the GHI
values was similar, with a grRMSD (average of the
stations’ rRMSD values) of 28.76% for SARAH and
28.83% for the Operational data record. However,
the performance of SARAH data record was better
when the DNI was considered. While the grRMSD
for the validation of the DNI values from SARAH
was 49.79% that of the Operational data record was
57.19%.
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Analysing the correlation between measured and
estimated time series with the R2 coefficient, the average performance of both satellite data records in
the estimation of the GHI values was the same, 0.96.
Both satellite-based models were capable of representing the variability observed in the measured dataset. Regarding the DNI measured values the correlation of SARAH records was higher than the one
derived from the Operational dataset, (0.89 and
0.86, respectively).
Tables 2 and 3 contain the relative MBD, RMSD
and MAD values obtained from the validation of the
complete valid time series of GHI and DNI estimates
respectively, from both satellite products at every
station. Besides, the R2 coefficient, the average
measured irradiance value and the number of data
points used at every location are also indicated. The
last row has the results obtained when all the data
available in all stations was considered.
From the validation of the global irradiance estimates, it can be observed that the SARAH product
provided the more accurate estimates of the average
GHI values in every location other than Upington,
where it also showed the highest underestimation.
The Operational model tended to overestimate the
GHI measured values in all locations but Upington.

This underestimation from both satellite products at
this location could indicate some problems with the
recordings. Comparing the rMAD values, the Operational dataset performed slightly better, except for
Mthatha, Durban and George near the coast, and
for Bethlehem, situated at almost 1700 m above sea
level. The lowest levels of irradiance, both global
and beam, were registered at these coastal stations,
where the satellite products tended to overestimate
the solar resource to a greater extent. This could indicate either a problem with the ground measurements or a misinterpretation of the input parameters
used by the satellite methods. The deviations observed in these stations could indicate a possible
underestimation of the attenuation suffered by solar
radiation in the atmosphere. This is more significant
in the Operational dataset.
The range of the rMBD and rMAD values derived from both products indicated that the GHI deviations between estimated and measured irradiances were better compensated (overestimation and
underestimation) in the SARAH product, even
though the absolute deviations were slightly higher
than those observed in the Operational data, as can
be concluded from the rRMSD values.

Table 2. Results from the validation of the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) estimates retrieved
from the Surface Solar Radiation Dataset – Heliosat (SARAH) and the Operational datasets.
GHI validation SARAH
Station

rMBD rRMSD

rMAD

2

R

GHI validation Operational

Av meas,

N data

-2

(Wm )

rMBD

rRMSD

rMAD

(%)

(%)

(%)

R2

Av meas. N data
(Wm-2)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Upington

-2.26

19.40

8.01

0.98

260.62

18249

-0.04

19.03

6.39

0.98

256.90

18389

Irene

-0.02

29.74

11.79

0.95

233.22

18357

3.05

28.33

10.92

0.96

231.31

18432

Nelspruit

3.31

33.00

13.60

0.95

206.22

16769

5.67

31.21

13.11

0.95

205.77

16896

De Aar

-0.48

23.82

9.76

0.97

252.25

16417

0.80

21.29

7.98

0.98

250.10

16514

Mthatha

1.91

31.36

13.40

0.96

200.36

15192

7.18

31.80

13.92

0.95

198.40

15414

Mahikeng

0.36

26.81

11.00

0.96

257.54

14992

2.44

27.57

10.62

0.96

254.13

15119

Prieska

-0.06

21.90

8.13

0.98

237.02

14061

2.50

21.76

7.39

0.98

232.79

14012

Cape Point

1.69

29.48

11.54

0.96

224.12

11553

5.93

28.13

10.42

0.96

221.27

11618

George

3.29

33.41

14.22

0.95

199.29

11300

8.66

38.83

16.08

0.93

196.79

11363

Bethlehem

0.42

26.75

11.10

0.96

241.06

11252

3.19

28.37

11.36

0.96

238.41

11354

Durban

5.36

35.64

14.72

0.95

187.30

9999

16.22

41.40

18.96

0.93

185.32

10130

Thohoyandou

4.27

30.73

12.91

0.96

209.26

9935

6.62

29.75

12.77

0.96

209.70

9960

Polokwane

0.49

31.89

12.07

0.95

220.04

9047

1.68

27.33

10.42

0.97

219.93

9012

Total dataset

1.41

28.76

11.71

0.96

225.25

177123

4.91

28.83

11.57

0.96

223.14

178213
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Table 3. Results from the validation of the beam normal irradiance (DNI) estimates retrieved
from the Surface Solar Radiation Dataset – Heliosat (SARAH) and the Operational datasets.
DNI validation SARAH
Station

rMBD

rRMSD

rMAD

R2

DNI validation Operational

Av meas

N data

-2

(Wm )

rMBD

rRMSD

rMAD

(%)

(%)

(%)

R2

Av meas

N data

(Wm-2)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Upington

-10.28

36.28

19.91

0.91

345.08

18124

0.48

31.21

13.00

0.94

341.15

18248

Irene

-0.02

44.87

20.43

0.90

255.10

18224

8.59

48.53

21.46

0.88

254.06

18286

Nelspruit

10.06

53.71

23.11

0.89

198.78

16209

15.16

57.62

25.08

0.87

200.60

16318

De Aar

-6.38

40.07

20.67

0.90

329.27

16307

1.44

36.08

15.60

0.92

327.87

16392

Mthatha

2.53

54.52

22.59

0.89

203.47

14994

16.68

64.74

26.99

0.85

202.88

15212

Mahikeng

0.23

45.07

20.60

0.89

274.79

13943

9.19

48.77

21.16

0.87

272.01

14072

Prieska

-5.82

34.81

17.34

0.93

315.30

13794

5.87

37.06

14.74

0.92

310.88

13736

Cape Point

11.62

60.53

25.02

0.85

227.18

11385

26.78

73.57

31.32

0.77

223.80

11447

George

7.36

54.87

23.05

0.89

196.53

10645

29.19

87.47

35.09

0.74

194.30

10704

Bethlehem

1.67

47.79

21.36

0.90

237.37

10311

8.62

53.27

24.00

0.88

237.37

10458

Durban

14.80

76.65

25.73

0.87

129.50

7897

33.73

102.75

37.27

0.76

130.13

7993

Thohoyandou

7.61

48.99

21.07

0.90

208.96

9826

13.37

54.29

23.33

0.87

211.55

9838

Polokwane

3.63

49.15

20.65

0.89

225.26

8605

7.34

48.17

20.73

0.90

226.97

8563

Total dataset

2.85

49.79

21.66

0.89

242.05

170264

13.57

57.19

23.83

0.86

241.04

171267

Although not shown in Table 2, the absolute
MBD values obtained from the SARAH validation
were below 10 Wm-2 in all stations. In fact, in eight
stations the MBD value was below 4 Wm-2. As for
the Operational results, six stations surpassed the
threshold of 10 Wm-2. Two of the three stations with
worst MBD are Durban and Thohoyandou, where
the available time series was among the shortest
ones (15 months). By comparison, those stations
with the highest number of available data (and
which could therefore be considered more representative of the performance of the satellite models)
tended to have lower errors.
Regarding the estimation of the beam normal irradiance (Table 3), both satellite methods presented
higher rMAD and rRMSD values than when the
global resource was estimated. The rMAD and
rRMSD values were approximately double of those
shown in Table 2. This proportion was not so clear
for the rMBD values, although the values derived
from the DNI validation were higher than those of
the GHI validation. The sites where the SARAH
product underestimated GHI also showed negative
rMBD values in the DNI validation. The Operational’s trend to overestimate was more pronounced
in the DNI values as well, especially in the locations
near the coast (Durban, Mthatha, George and Cape
Point).
While for the GHI validation the SARAH estimates showed a MBD below 10 Wm-2 in all the stations, in the DNI validation some locations had a

MBD value up to 26 Wm-2 like in Cape Point. However, almost half of the stations showed an MBD
value below the threshold of 15 Wm-2. The MBD
from the Operational validation was definitely
higher. While the average MBD value considering
all the stations was 3 Wm-2 for the SARAH product,
due to the overestimation and underestimation
shown in different locations, the overestimation
shown by the Operational product in all the locations resulted in an average MBD value of almost 28
Wm-2 for the DNI estimation.
Analysing the R2 values, while for the GHI estimation both satellite products showed a similar behaviour, in the estimation of the beam irradiance
values, the SARAH DNI estimates were better correlated with the measured values. The worst correlation values were observed in the locations where the
Operational product more significantly overestimated the beam irradiance values (Cape Point,
George or Durban), which are all coastal regions.
4.2. Monthly results
Owing to the different time periods available in the
various stations, it is difficult to extract clear conclusions about the yearly performance of the satellite
products, since the yearly MBD, RMSD and MAD
values may derive from different months and therefore different climatic and meteorological conditions. Therefore, in order to analyse whether the satellite-based models behave similarly through the different available years, a comparison of the monthly
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 3. Monthly rMBD values for the validation of the GHI and DNI estimates for one station per climatic
region (a) Nelspruit: Hot interior; b) Upington: Arid interior, c) Mthatha: Subtropical coastal; d) Irene:
Temperate interior; e) De Aar: Cold interior; f) Cape Point: Temperate coastal).
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deviations was made. Figure 3 contains the monthly
rMBD values for the available years obtained from
the validation of the hourly GHI and DNI estimates
from both satellite products against the measured
datasets. Six locations are shown, one per climatic
region. Each part of the figure contains two graphs,
the upper one with the results of the GHI validation
and the lower one with the DNI validation results.
The number of lines in each graph depends on the
number of available years at the considered station:
for every year available there are two lines, one for
the Operational product (OP, continuous line) and
one for the results of the SARAH validation (SA,
dashed line). The values that accompany the legend
are the yearly rMBD values, in percentages.
A trend was observed when the monthly rMBD
values from different years were compared. The Operational values for both the GHI and the DNI validation tended to be higher than the SARAH ones,
although the differences varied through the year.
For the April-July period, corresponding to winter,
SARAH and Operational products had very similar
relative errors. Both the magnitude of the errors and
the difference between the two satellite product values increased during the last months of the year.
During the summer months, SARAH tended to compare better, with a tendency to underestimate both
GHI and DNI, while the Operational product overestimated. This trend could be observed in the three
years that form the time series.
The yearly profile of the monthly rMBD values
from SARAH and Operational product tended to be
parallel to a certain extent. In the same way the
profile of the GHI and DNI rMBD values followed a
similar pattern.
4.3 Solar radiation atlas for South Africa, results and data availability
Based on the validation results, the SARAH solar radiation dataset was selected for the map calculations
within PVMAPS [25]. High-resolution maps of solar
radiation and PV performance for South Africa were
created. The calculations included the effects of
shadowing from terrain features, with a spatial resolution of three arc-seconds (about 90 m). The publicly available datasets contain the following fields:
a) long-term monthly and yearly average solar irradiation on a horizontal plane;
b) long-term monthly and yearly average direct solar irradiation on a two-axis sun-tracking plane;
c) optimum angle for maximum yearly average solar irradiation; and
d) long-term monthly and yearly average photovoltaic energy production for PV systems
mounted at fixed optimum angle, using crystalline silicon PV modules.
Figure 4 shows examples of these digital maps,

which could assist the solar industry to evaluate the
available resource in an area for future deployment
of solar projects. High detail of the maps shows solar
radiation variability, especially in the areas with
complex terrain, as depicted in Figure 6. The highresolution data and maps shown in Figure 4 are
freely available for download at: http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/supplementary/maps_SA/index.html.
In order to better show the effect of the performed high-resolution calculation, Figure 5 offers a
small region taken from the full datasets.
One of the possible outputs of PVMAPS is shown
in Figure 6, which presents a comparison of the results from the said region of South Africa and Lesotho without and with the terrain effects. The effect of
shadows is clearly visible in mountainous areas.
5. Conclusions
The comparison of two different satellite-based estimation models for solar irradiance data over South
Africa showed that:
• The best estimation model was the SARAH
product, based on measurements registered at
thirteen stations distributed in different climatic
regions. Considering the complete dataset, the
validation metrics for the SARAH product were
better than those for the CMSAF Operational
product for both GHI and DNI values, with the
only exception being the global relative mean
absolute difference (grMAD) value for GHI.
• The SARAH satellite product provided estimates of the global horizontal irradiance with a
global relative mean bias (grMBD) of 1.14%
(around 3 Wm-2 in absolute terms) for the complete dataset analysed and whole group of locations. As for the estimation of the beam component, the grMBD obtained was 2.85%, around
7 Wm-2 with regard to the average measured
value.
• The estimates of the global horizontal and beam
normal irradiance retrieved from the SARAH
method provide an accurate description of the
solar resource available at the locations analysed and could therefore produce good estimates in other locations.
• The SARAH estimates can provide the basis for
further analysis, such as the one presented in
this paper on annual PV electricity production.
• The combination of the satellite retrieved solar
radiation estimates with digital elevation models, increased the quality of the irradiance estimates at locations with complex surrounding topography.
Using the freely available software PVMAPS various high-resolution maps of solar radiation and PV
system energy yield for South Africa were created
and made freely available for download.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4. High resolution maps of global horizontal (a) and direct normal irradiation (b) for
South Africa. Map (c) shows the local optimum inclination angle for photovoltaic installations;
map (d) shows the optimally inclined plane global irradiation and PV energy yield in kWh/m2.

Figure 5. Topographical map of the area bounded by 27º 30’ S, 30º S, 27º 30’ E, 30º E.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Global optimally inclined irradiation (kWh/m2/year) for the area bounded by
27º 30’ S, 30º S, 27º 30’ E, 30º E; without (a), and with (b) terrain effects.
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